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00:00:12.080 

Nik Nelson: I am Nik Nelson and I use he/they pronouns. 

Calvin Anich: I am Calvin Anich and I use they/them pronouns. 

00:00:35.170 

NN: How has being out at Stout impacted your academic journey? 

CA: I think that it's helped me a lot, just like being around people like me and just I think that's 

where I helped me. Especially since, like with my academic struggles too, just like having 

people who are- I know support me is like through really, anything I- I think- like I think it's 

pretty helpful and it's nice. 

00:01:17.040  

NN: How has your identity helped you through your academic struggles? 

CA: I'm, you know, I'm not sure if it has, I don't know. Like I feel like, at least for me like 

myself being nonbinary and like my academic- academic stuff is just like unrelated. I mean, it 

can really just be- I could really just be anyone. Doesn't really matter my gender, I think. 

00:02:00.370 

NN: What is your take on the LGBTQIA+ community at Stout? 

CA: I think that most people here they're very kind and nice. It's really nice just to be with 

people like me and yeah, it's good. Very cool, I don't know. At least some of them are my 

friends, so- Yeah! 

00:02:34.490 

NN: Building off on that sense of friendship in the LGBTQIA+ community, have you noticed a 

sense of solace/camaraderie, amongst other people that identify [as] part of the community? 

CA: Yeah, definitely.  

00:03:01.230 

NN: How has being a part of that community allowed you to grow into who you are and how 

you view yourself and col- in your life at college? 

CA: I think that like just- Could you repeat the question again? 



[pause] 

00:03:36.790 

NN: How is being a part of the- the queer community? Sh- uh- how is being a part of the 

LGBTQ+ community allowed you to grow into who you are and how you viewed yourself and 

how you have been expressing yourself and your life at college? 

CA: Okay. I think it's just helped me like, be like who I am just like as I was growing up, I went 

to camp like I had a lot of realizations there and like it was a safe space for me to try out new 

pronouns and stuff and just yeah, and just when I came here like on my tour it was like it was 

just I don't know it was really nice, like I really like living with people who are like me in some 

way. Like it's definitely made, my college experience like a really like positive so far. Yeah. 

00:04:41.870  

NN: To kind of see the other side of that coin of positivity here it's Stout, have you experienced 

any form of discrimination in your academic time at Stout?  

CA: Yeah, so I was in my class and then one of the students that- we were talking about, like 

pregnancy and one of the students like said that all females should be given- should have to go 

into labor and give birth to children and just like I was really upset because you know, I just the 

thought was so awful just like you're being forced to have children. Like you think everyone, no 

matter of their like their gender, if they're trans like has to like pop out a child? It- I did not like 

it. Yeah, and just like- [no] don’t like. I'm like- it was just like- like you're excluding so many 

people, like including cis woman who can't have children. So yeah, my roommate reported 

them for me because I was a bit too, like nervous to do it myself and I think she got 

reprimanded? I think so. But yeah, and then I'm not sure if this counts, but like when that like- 

like- like Priest guy came here and like there was a protest. Yeah, just you know, I wasn't really 

like dis-discrimination I guess, but like the fact that he came here and like they couldn't make 

him leave wasn't really great, I think. It's like I was out there with like protesting for a good 

while, it's just like- like it took hours for that guy to leave. Which isn't really great? For like 

Stout I think but I don't know, I feel like it was definitely a tough situation. 

00:06:56.570 

NN: Thanks for sharing! So, looking back to a time before you were publicly out. Was there, 

like any notic- noticeable difference between how you were treated when compared in via like 

an academic setting or workplace, such as like? Where can you noticeably see or slash 

remember any difference between how you used to be treated to how you're treated now? 

CA: I mean, I think that I definitely get more confused looks like when I tell people that I use 

they/them pronouns and stuff. I mean when I was younger, I had like long hair and stuff and 

everything. I mean, I didn't even realize I was nonbinary back then. Yeah. And just- oh my 

God, I [got to] think for a second because I've- I've lost my train of thought. Yeah okay, I 

remember as goes this but yeah, okay. I’ll let- I'll let you know if I remember. [pause] Okay, I 



just remembered like using she/her pronouns like that was like all the time, I don't know, but 

yeah, I remember now [laughs]. 

00:08:47.300  

NN: So, when you say you get confused looks, what exactly do you mean by that? 

CA: I just like I still look like woman because of my chest, just which is really frustrating like, 

everyone that I meet usually assumes that I am like a woman which sucks and like, you know I 

want top surgery, but it's just I've been waiting for exactly 2 years now and there's been 

nothing. It's been long enough that now I'm like looking for a consultation again in May of next 

year, which is frustrating. It's like people don't always remember my pronouns either at like 

work and stuff. I don't something a lot of times they try, but a lot of times I just get 

misgendered. Like either by the children I'm working with, because like I was a day camp 

councilor last year or my coworkers just forgot. Yeah, that's not great, but you know. 

[pause] 

00:10:19.500 

NN: When you get misgendered, what's- what emotions- For the first thing that comes to your 

mind, and are there any steps that the LGBT community can work on having that happen less 

often? 

CA: Yeah, so a lot of the feeling I get are just like annoyance or just like- it definitely brings me 

a little- like a little like [unclear] this works, like I tend to wince or something? It’s just like, I 

don’t like it, thanks! I don't know how much the LGBTQ community can do though because 

like- like because you can't control people even if you wish you could because like I feel- most 

people I've met and like the- this community like they've been like pretty good on the pronouns, 

you know? And like, you know, everyone says slips up sometimes, but I think the real 

difference is like as long as you are like making a legitimate effort because like my 

grandparents, they messed up all the time, but the point is that they're trying, which is definitely 

something that I really appreciate. Yeah. It's mostly just me wincing. You know, because like at 

this point, I'm very much used to it. I just like- I'm like don't like it. Like I- if someone had to 

like misgender me like I'd rather they assume that I used he/him because like that's slightly like 

better, I guess. Like it be okay. But like not preferred. Yeah! 

00:12:04.460 

NN: I think you brought up some really good points in that conversation right now. So, based 

on how your experiences so far of being out and being proud have been, would you- if you- if 

you're- if you're present- If you could tell your younger self what you know now, would you 

have explored who you are even sooner? 

CA: You know, I don't know. I mean, I would definitely tell myself that I get better- like things 

do get better but like a lot of like- I mean, I'm very lucky that my family is very supportive of 

me. And plus, like my mom is gay, like I have stepmom. Just like I've grown up my whole life 



of like I found out when I was seven. So, I've known my mom was gay for a long time. Like 

I've seen their date like woman and stuff, and I went to her wedding and everything. Yeah, it's 

like. Yeah. 

00:13:14.940 

NN: So, going- kind of building off that younger- informing your younger self what is 

something you wish that you knew growing up? 

CA: Like about like LGBT stuff or in general, like for mental health or something? 

00:13:37.030 

NN: About how you identify now and how you- who you- how you perceive yourself? 

CA: Okay. I think like when I was younger, I've- I- I think I wished I would have known more 

about like asexuality, because for a long time I thought I was bisexual until like one day in my 

senior year of high school I was just like on Tumblr scrolling and like I found these like more 

detailed definitions of like I actually thought about it, and like how it made sense. And like I 

fortunately when I told mom like- like- like kind of friends like we just hung out sometimes 

because of stage crew. She said that it wasn't a real thing. Which was disappointing, but yeah. 

Just like, yeah, I don't know. Or like, well, both my awakenings were because I had a crush on 

somebody who was like, yeah, it was like a woman or like someone who used they/them 

pronouns, so I don't know, it was fine [laughs]. 

[pause] 

00:14:54.310 

NN: What is something you would want future LGBTQIA+ community members to know?  

CA: You know, I'm not sure I mean like, to the people- I guess like to those who are younger or 

like maybe not out yet, or like maybe stuck in situations that like aren't good for them, like I can 

tell them like it could definitely gets better. It just takes time. I don't know, I've never really 

thought about too much of this in depth, I guess. Just like being- Like just I guess, just like it's 

okay to be yourself or like you don't have to use labels if you don't want to because, let's be 

honest, sexuality and gender is super complicated and like mine is complicated too because like 

huh, yes, it's really complicated. 

[pause] 

00:16:10.820  

NN: Thank you a lot for taking the time to share your stories and ex- Talk about being queer.  

CA: Yeah, of course and it was chill! 

END 

00:16:23.170 


